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ABSTRACT:
Dissection of human cadaver in learning Anatomy is an essential part. Cadavers are necessary for dissection. Cadavers are obtained by ‘unclaimed dead bodies’ from government hospitals or donated bodies. However, certain rules, ethics and safety should be followed while doing cadaveric dissection. Professional conduct by students and teachers should be maintained. But while doing dissection; concern of ethics lies in respect towards the human life. This article has been written with intention to mention the rules, safety instructions and ethics to be followed during dissection.
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INTRODUCTION:
Sushrut Samhita is the first medical book in ancient world which advocated and brought into practice the dissection of human cadaver by students. “This certainly was the oldest lesson in dissection known to history.”[1] The description of different part of the body such as skin, muscles, bones, blood vessels, tissues, special spots of surgical importance etc. reflect the sound knowledge of surgeons in those days. Sushrut Samhita is the earliest document on the subject of dissection in whole world. At the time when touching a dead body was taboo in the society, Sushruta deserves admiration for his bold step in dissection of human cadaver. Because of his unique method of scraping the body layer by layer he was able to trace and describe various structures of human body. Sushruta describes proper selection of dead body and process of dissection in detail in Sharirsthana.[2]

Dissection of Cadaver:
Cadavers are essential for studying and for gaining the practical knowledge of human anatomy. So, the need of human cadaver is on the increase in medical institutions. Such medical institutions have to follow the ‘Anatomy act’[3] which give license to dissect donated dead bodies. Usually the human cadavers are obtained by unclaimed dead bodies from the government hospitals. Occasionally the bodies are donated by family members or by will or wish of the diseased.[4]

Ethical Concern:
Although cadavers are essential for gaining the knowledge of human anatomy, the use of human cadaver for dissection is a big ethical question.[5] The ambiguity of cadaveric dissection lies in respect to human life. Ethics concerned are as follows,

- Students usually mutilate the body parts of cadaver, which should be strictly avoided, as it is an act of disrespect towards the cadaver.
- Cadveric remains should be properly disposed off in proper way without affecting the religious, spiritual or social beliefs of the society.
- Cadaver should be disposed of within the fence of the institution with proper care and procedure.
- Body parts or organs separated from the cadaver should be properly preserved.[6]

Rules and Safety:
- Teachers and students should keep professional conduct while dissection.
- Care of the cadaver should be taken.
- Cadaver should be kept moist all the times. They should be kept immersed in preserving material when not used in dissection.[7]
- Dissection hall should have limited access. Visitors should not be allowed to dissection hall without permission.
- The doors and windows should be kept closed when not used.
- Photographs should not be taken without prior permission of the authorities.
- Physical contact of cadaver with skin and clothes of the...
Dissection should always be done using wearing rubber disposable gloves.

- White, clean apron should be worn while doing dissection. Shoes covering entire foot should be used.

- Bags, Tiffin boxes, food and drinks should not be allowed in the dissection hall.

- Instrument like forceps, sharp blades should be handled with proper care and safety.

- There should be proper ventilation system in dissection hall to reduce the exposure of the students and teachers to the vapors of preserving material.[ii]

- Removed body parts should be properly kept in tray or preserving jars. Or they should be mounted as specimens.

- Excess liquid on the dissection table should be drained properly.

CONCLUSION:

Dissection is a very essential technique for learning and gaining practical knowledge of the human body. Students can view exact structures in human body which can help them to clarify their concepts. Therefore, dissection is an important part in medical education. However, the process of teaching and learning should be done following the ethical ways.
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